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WHAT IS IT ?

WHY ISIT ?

It is necessary because ~t has effectively responded

in the solution of community problems.

I-:— FOR WHOM IS IT ?

It is for themselves and for the community. It is

something that lies within the capacity of people.

WHAT BENEFITS ?

It is a dynamic means available within the community
for the solution of their problems.

It is dynamic because it is capab’e of promoting the
aspirations of the people thereby getting them to
make decisions which would effectively lead them
to successfully plan, implement, evaluate and sustain
a community service within their own resources and
or with resourcesfrom elsewhere.

Beneftts are many and varied; and they are enjoyed

by the villagers to the extent of their participation.

a-~
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ADVANES
OF

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION *

*

-~ * Paves

* Makes them feel the needs of the community.

* Assists to curb unnecessary costs.

* Develops a deep sense of ‘Identification’ with the

developmentprogramme.

* Promotesstaff - reliance and self-confidencewhich is

a sound basis for further development.

* Modifies dependencewhich in many village societies

acts as a’ hindrance’.

* Provides recognition to indigenous knowledge and skills

and promotes further improvement arid effective involv-
ment of the community in development projects.

* Enhances skills in people in planning and implementing

their own programmethereby developing their confidencef
sustainingself rehanceand fosterir~emanicipation from
dependence.

Brings them together and promotes
better understanding.

Sets norms.

the way for further development.

* Facilitates them to identify their own resource

* Provides them experiences which could be used for

their own development.

* Promotesthe quality of life.
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* A meeting when fuHy attended is interpreted to mean

community participation. It is again an activity within

community participation.

* Community participation does not come to an end

with the performance of one single activity by the

community.

* Mere involvement of some community leaders in a

development programme does not mean that community

participation is achieved.

* A programme developed elsewhere and brought to the

village for their acceptance and implementation does

not mean community participation is fully harnessed.

* When strong Incentives (money and materials) are

offered, villagers are seen strongly motivated and rally

round to share the benefits. \Vhen incentives are

withdrawn neither viflagers not activities are seen.

This is just an activity but not community participation.

MISCONcEPTIONS
OF

COMMUNITY
* It does not mean just one single

corn mum ty activity. PARTICI~TI~~4P/
* Very often a shramadana campaign is

interpreted to mean communitypartiCi-’
pation. It is just a strong component -

of the total process.

-7
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HOW COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IS SEEN BY OTHERS’?

I-low it has been seen by other writers are interesting to

note. Here are some (these are m2i1~1yon water and

sanitation).

“The active involvement of all members, or at least all

sections of the population, in the various stages of the

introduction of the development in question - in this case

the planning, design installation, operation, maintenance

and use of a new water supply, as well as in the process

of behaviour changes in relation to sanitation and personal

hygiene. Active and successful community participation

in this enterprise can in many cases be expected to lead

to a growth in the community’s capacity for self reliant

co-operation which will carry over into other development

activities —

— 14. Bulletin Series - community education and
participation in Slow Sand Filteration Project.-
!.R.C. July, 1979.

“While bearing in mind that the equitable sharing of benefits

is essential, we take community participation to be defined

by involvement of the local population activity in the

decision making concerning development projects as in their

implementation.”

A Whyte - Community Participation in Water
and Sanitation - ConceptsStrategiesand Methods -

1.R.C. Tec. Paper No. 112, 17th June 1981.

%~_~ S
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Contd:

“The new type of involvement requires identification with

the movementL which grows only out of involvement in

thinking, planning, deciding, acting and evaluating, focussed

on one purpose, namely socio-economic development, of

which health is only one part (a major part nonetheless).

It indeed is a mental processas well as a physical one.

Community participation has no absolute, distinct and

clearly defined boundaries. It comprises inputs that are

variable from place to place and from time to time. It

will however, be a measure of how much is being done

for people for themselves. Community participation involves

people in an assessmentof the situation, a definition of

the problem and the setting of the priorities. It involves

people in the making of decisions and the planning of an

action programme to solve the problems. And it involves

people in the acceptance of high degree of responsibility

for implementing the programme. Community members

contribute to programme implementation by the contribution

of labour, financ~a1and other resources and continue their

contributions for the operation and maintenance of completed

systems”.

Guidelines for Planning Community Participation in Water

Supply and Sanitation. Anne Whyte, WI-LO. ETS/83.3
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STAGE- I

~Eject~es

1
PREREQUISITES

TO COMM(.NTY F~RTICIFATION
AND F~1RTKP~roRYPLANI’JNG

- To determine the relevance of Policy, gwdelines

of the agency in selecting project areas.

- To ensure that all relevant information and data

relating to water supply and sanitation are

collected.

- To complete the review of the administrative,

physical, financial and manpower resources required

for the planning of the project.

- To arrange the mechanisms and proced~r~sfor

the active involvement and participation, of the

profile in the planning, implementation, monitoring

and evaluation of the project.

1
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~-I

REQUISITES TO COMMUN1TY~
[~I~~J

STEP-I 1

- Identify all institutions (both Government and NGO’s)
that are involved in Water Supply and Sanitation.

- Identify bilateral agencies interested in water supply
and sanitation programmes.

- Review all literature collected.

from
pertinent Iiterature/

- Collect all literature (research studies, survey reports,
publications of Ministry of Health and other Agencies)
and review them.

- Request IRC, WHO, UNICEF,
other International Agencies
Supply and Sanitation and
review them.

Review Project documents and

relevant literature

- Collect project documents and
above Institutions and agencies.

UNDP \‘Vorld Bank and
for literature on Water
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Study the geographyof the area

Physical - hills, valleys, rivers, springs, land terrain,

vegetationetc.

Population - size, distribution of families, density and

spacing of communities.

Roads and road links.

Migration and mobility of

populations.
Climate - temperature,
rainfall patterns.

Existing water and sanita-
tion facilities.

ory - List of names of known leadersr1 List of religious Institutions

Whatever information you feel very necessary.~ to - Study general characteristicsof ethnicity a~d

igions of the population

Meet the Project Managersof other water and sanitation
projects and discuss their programmes.

Make exploratory visits and acquaint
yourself with the area, with the
p~pleand particularly with volunta-ET
1 w
97 660 m
298 660 l
S
BT

ry organizations & social institutions
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- Meet the Member of Parliament and discuss the Project.

- Meet the DDC Chairman and other members and discuss:

- Meet Gramodaya Chairman of the area and discuss:

- Meet the Assistant Government Agent of the area and

discuss:

— \leet A.G.A.’s staff, the Rural Development Officer,
Special Services Officer Cultivation Officer, Development
Officer, Land Officer, etc. and discuss:

- Meet Grama Seva Niladaris. Cotlect preliminary infor-
mation and discuss:

- Meet Health Ministry Staff - The Medical Officer of
Health, Pubflc Health Inspector, Vamily Health Workers,
~eaIth Education Officers and others and discuss:

- Meet other Government Officers working at village
level and discuss:

- Visit all the schools in the area, meet Principals and
discuss.

- [)uring the above visits collect names ol persons who
are known for their leadership roles ri the community
and visit them and discuss.

- Visit families in the area and discuss with them, their
problems and establish links with them.
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Contd:

Voluntary Organizations

- Visit all voluntary organisatlonsand meet the chairman,
secretary and other members and discuss the project.

- There are voluntary organisatlonsthat are not registered
Do not avoid them. Discuss with them.

- Sometimes the Gramodaya is not sufficiently represented.
In such cases look for voluntary organisatlons in the
area not represented in Gramodaya and visit chairman,
secretaries other members and, discusspossibilities
of their participation.

Social Institutions -

- Identify all Social Institutions, religious leaders, caste

leaders, and political leaders etc.)

- Meet religious leaders and discuss.

- Meet caste leaders if they are known eind discuss.

- Meet political leaders and discuss.
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Study sanitation and water related

behaviour in depth

- Use participant observation to study behaviour in depth.
~roup houses into blocks of 10 to 15 following some

criteria.

- Identify existing sources of water supply to the
cornmunity.

ientify defecation grounds9 if there are any in the
community.

se morning and evening hours of the day for investiga-
on work.

Questionnaires, observa- - Visit sources of water supply early in the morning
tions and field notes to and keep on observing.

- How they collect water, how they wash their linen,
and utencils, how they bathe9

- Note down different types of habits.

REMEMBER Observe the type of vessels they bring to collect water.
\Vherever possible take - If possible ascertain the distance to the water

photographs that would source (from residence to water source).
facilitate to describe

- How they transport and store water.
• a ro Nate situations

- If possible,time on an avera-
ge they spendat the source.

~u1

Reter to Domestic Use of Water and Sanitation by H.1. Karunadas~

I

REMEMBER
Participant and Non—
i~rticipant observation
to study behaviour in

depth

I

for further details of content for the study of behaviour.
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I~-~1
Study the Morbidity and Mortality
patternsof water and sanitation
related diseases of the area

- The objective of this step is to determine the extent
of sanitation and water related morbidity and mortality
prevailed in the area before the commencement of
the project.

- Identify the sources from which morbidity and mortality
data could be obtained.

— Identify the medical institutions within and outside the
community where people go for treatment.

- Identify local physicians alopathic, traditional and
ayurvedic within and outside where people go for
treatment.

— Identify the location of the IocaJ Registrar of Births,
Deaths and Marriages.

- Meet the PHI, PHN and FHW and discuss their sources
of vital statistics.

- Keep them (PHI, PHN, FHW) informed and coJiect
whatever data available with them.

- Visit Local Medical Institutions and meet D.M.O. or
other physicians and collect related staustics for as
many years as possible.
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- \la!ce arrangements to get related dat2 from all
medical institutions that are being reported.

- Visit all private practioners within and outside and

C coflect data of waterand sanitation relatedOur experienceis that it is difficult to get diseases if they havepost data from ~rIvate Medica’ Practitioners. any.Private practitioners do not wish to give infor-mation fearing that they will lose practice.________________ _______________________________________ — fliscuss ~‘~jth private
practitioners and make arrangements to get concurrent
data from them. ~)iscuss with traditional and
ayurvedic practitioners and make arrangements to get
cases (water and sanitation related) t~iat ~re being
reported to them. Inform that this is for the purpose
of evaluation and not to do anything with his private
practice.

- iThtain morbidity and mortality c1ata related to water
and sanitation from all above sources.

- Obtain morbidity and mortality data related to water
and sanitation at District and National level.

- Study and compare the local data ~‘.‘ii:h that of the
U)istrict and National.

- Analyse past data and keep them available for
reference. Treat data upto the time of commissioning
of water supply as baseline or retrospective.

- Treat data after commissioning of \“ater supply as
concurrent or prospective.

~va1uate data to determine whethcr there is any
impact on health aspects.
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Identify the Gramodaya Councils in the area.

Meet Special Service Officers and Gramodaya Chairmen
and get the dates of their meetings.

- Attend the Gramodaya Council Meetings.
observeand study their proceedings.

Participate,

- Study the attendance records for at least 12 months
retrospectively. Study the voluntary organisations
that are actively participating in Gramodaya activities.

- Ascertain whether there is a Health Committee under
the Gramodaya Mandalaya if not, establish one.

- Analyse the proceedings and study their views, proposals,
strengths, resources, weaknesses, their approaches in
solving local problems.

- Discuss the Project with Gramodaya Members in detail.

Use community based educational ziids iii discussing
the details of the project. ——

Focus more attention to
:i~ current behaviour which

Study the effectiveness of the
GramodayaMandalayasand the
Voluntary Organizations in the
area.

is harmful to health.
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the Gramodaya Councils
are not properly atten-ET
1 w
423 665 m
503 665 l
S
BT
~ - Our studies indicate that
ded. (We cannot genera-ET
1 w
377 655 m
512 655 l
S
BT

use on this) and when
further explored the

different types of comments.
The following points need be taken to promote.

-Get the list of all absent members.

-Before visiting them study thefr voluntary organizations,

their objectives, strengths and weaknessesand effectiveness.

-Study the background of the representative of NGO who is
getting absent.

-Visit him and have a freindly discussion.

Very often they come out saying “Nothing can
be done. We are just wasting time in Gramodaya
meetings for nothing”. There are political
differences but do not pay much attention to
political differences. -

- Similarly visit the members. Discuss with them in the
same manner. Request their participation.

I
I(Promote the activities of the Gramodaya

Mandalaya.

members came out with

I

-V

Make an attempt during
the discussion to learn
as to why he is getting
absent.

Discuss the objectives
of the project.

- Make them understand that this is their project and the
necessityof the involvement of the total community.
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L~5
RE~V�MBER - Visit these NGO leaders individually and discuss with

them as mentionedabove.
that success depends on

how you promote, organise - Get them to a discussion and merge them with

and educate them the Gramodaya Council, if possible.
I.

- If possible get voluntary organisations formed and promote
them to be enlisted as members of the Gramodaya Council.

REMEMBER
— If the GramodayaCoun-ET
1 w
52 550 m
183 550 l
S
BT


cil is not representative - Based on the Socio-economicand anthropological
rememberto find oth investigationsreinforce the programme by doing

intensive education.

Sometimesa Water Supply and Sanitation
Programmecovers a part of a Gramodayaarea.
It has been found that such an area is not
properly representedin GramodayaCouncil.

D( Our experienceis that Gramodayarequires

Community representationand support.
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STEP-6 I

- (It is assumed that the person conducting survey has
knowledge on social science and research methodology).

questionnaire based related behaviour) and identify behavioural factors
survey is con1in~dto the that require investigation in depth.
questionnaire b~sedInfor-ET
1 w
76 542 m
185 542 l
S
BT

mation only. It gives only_ -c~R~~w findings of Step 3 (The sanitation and water
the breadth. Couple it with Review whatever literature available on water
other methods particula~ji — and sanitation
observation & discussion so
that the depth is explored - Consult social scientists. Develop your objectives
whenever found necessary. of the socio-economic study.

- Decide on methodology and sampling procedures.

- Develop the questionnaire taking into consideration
the above (study literature pertaining to the questwn-
naire construction).

- Develop observation schedules.
- Pretest the questionnaire and modify suitably

(establish objectivity).

- Finalise observationschedules.

- Train interviewers if you are unable to get trained
interviewers.

Study the Socio-economicback-ET
1 w
97 689 m
270 689 l
S
BT

ground of the community and deter-ET
1 w
98 677 m
296 677 l
S
BT

mine socio-economiccultural and
technical feasibility.

We do not have enough

iflChrrort
trained interviewers,and

findings mIs-
j~ everyone

a
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I STEP-6J
Contd:

- Plan the implementation of the survey.

- Get the interviewers to collect data.

- Supervise interviewers personally.

- Do a random check on the data already collected

and establish reliability and accuracyof data.

Develop dummy tables and the manner in which data
are required to be presented.

- Analyse the data and interpret.

- Analyse the data collected through observation schedule
and Interpret.

- Study the socio-economic aspects of the technical
design of the water supply and sanitation.

- Study the costs and operation and maintenanceaspects
of the water supply.

- Study how current water supply schemes are managed.

- Study who looks after the operation and maintenance

and how they attend to it.

- Ascertain its strengths and weaknesses.

- Use data in evaluating the impact related to morbidity
and mortality.

- Obtain morbidity and mortality data related to water

and sanitation from all above sources.

- Analyse the proceedings and study their views,
proposals, strengths, resources, weaknesses and the
approaches in solving local problems.

- Get the data processed. (Ef
Remember that computerised
and accuratethan hand sorted

possible by a computer.
data are more reliable

data.)



.
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STAGE—2

~bJectives

1

Review and reformulate the health education and

community participation objectives based on socio-

economic and indepth studies.

DEVELOPING OBJECTIVES
OF HEALTH EDUCATION

COMMUNITY PARTICIPIATION



.
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DEVELOPING OBJECTIVES OF HEALTH EDUCATION
AND COMMUI4JTY PARTICIPATION

STEP-fl

__________________ - Determine the nature and extent
of community participation by reviewing the socio-
economic data, and previous experience.

Study the objectives of community participation originally
drafted.

- Determine whether these objectives are realisable
in terms of socio-economicand cultural data.

If modifications are required modify these objectives
and keep them in draft
form.

I
Review objectives of community
participation and health education in
terms of socio-economicand anthro-ET
1 w
92 530 m
290 530 l
S
BT

pological findings of the community.

REI
The objectives of heal-ET
1 w
56 418 m
181 418 l
S
BT


theducation and commu-ET
1 w
50 407 m
187 407 l
S
BT


Similarly study the draft objectives of the health

education plan.

Determine whether these objectives are achievable in
terms of socio-cultural data.

Rtid literature on how to develop objectives.] Consult health education specialists.



I
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STEP-T

- How they pollute water sources in washing linen,
bathing,collecting water into vesselsetc.

- CLeanlinessof sorroundingsof water sources.

(Note down beh~ur at the first visit and then - Any nuisances.
preparea felexible Observation Schedule for
further ex~p~ç~ation.

- Where do they attend to the ablution.

- Their personal habits in attending to defecation and
ablution.

- Water sourcesand their relationship to the defecation
ground.

- Visit few (one or two) housesin each block. Meet
house wives and others. Be sure to visit all blocks.

Observe and Discuss

- Storageof water - quantity, how stored, where stored
the type of vesselsused for storage, how handled, how
used etc.

- Discuss how and when water is brought and who brings
water to house.

I I
Contd:

Visit common defecation
grounds and note down
the type of persons
using the ground.

Note Down

- The time of the day they visit.
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L~LJ
Contd:

- If the source of water is within the premises - visit
the source and study Its type, construction, how protect-
ed, etc and orhers using water etc.

- Observe how water is being used for domestic purposes?

- Observewhether they have latrine facilities, if
note down the type of facility, the sanitary
type of construction, distance to house (rough
who use the facilities etc.

available
standard,
estimate)

- Determine whether anyone is used to open defecation
habit.

- If there are pre-school children observe how their
faeces are disposed of9

- Observe the cleanlinessof sorroundingsand the associat-
ed behaviour.

and attitudes related to water and sanitation.
prevailing behaviours of the community as

water and sanitation.

- Observe persona! habits and personal hygiene especially
with regard to water and sanitation.

Visit arid meet leaders (use the list of names collected

earlier)

Discuss and collect:

Beliefs
Discuss
regards
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I

L~iE~iJ
Contd:

Determine the socio-economicfeasibility in
terms of socio-economic data and data of
the intended service.

Feed the data to relevant project agency and
seek their advice.

A community should not be over burdened. If modifi-
cations are required in terms of socio-economic data
consult technical experts and modify the design
suitably.

Submit a report covering the socio-economic and
cultural aspects of the community so that views of
experts could be utilised.

Discuss how the existing facilities are used by the
community and their attitudes.

Discuss about special rituals that are held to invoke
blessings of gods for water and maintenance of good
health.

Discuss and determinewhether they know -

- That water and sanitation are related to health.

- That water and sanitation are related to disease.

- How water and sanitation are causing diseases in the

human system.

- The water they drink is safe or not.

- That their personal habits are responsible for the
transmissionof disease.

, ~-‘



.
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STAGE—3 I

~tives

I. To identify key persons in social organizations

and institutions as facilitators for orientation

and training.

2. To plan and conduct orientations to social

organizations, key personsin formal and informal

organizations, institutions, and facilitators so

as to prepare them for their involvement in

project work.

COtvTV1UNIIY ORIENTATiON
AND PREPARATION

FOR COMMUNITY PARTIC1F~TION



.
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- Ensurethat all Governmentservants
working at field level are properly

oriented as regards the project objectives and proposed
implementation plans.

- Government servants include all public servantsas men-
tioned in Step 2.

- Ensurethat the health staff from Medical Officer of
Health to the Family Health Workers and, if there is a
hospital, the District Medical Officer and other staff
members are contacted and oriented.

- Involve public health staff particularly the Public Health
Inspector and the Family Health Worker actively in
health educationwork.

- Ensure the assistanceof community and political leader-
— ship for orientation work.

- Meet Special Services
Officer and Gramodaya
Chairman and plan to have
a special meeting of all
members.

I
I STEP—8

COMMUNITY ORIENTATION AND PREPARATION FOR
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

—

1
Plan and conduct orientation
to formal and informal groups
including Gramodaya. Conduct
group educational activities in
all voluntary organizations.

Sr
— ~‘ Keep ready the educdtional aids and other

literature required for elaborationof your point.

- Meet memberspersonally if
and motivate them to
attend the meeting.

- Introduce the project briefly
step by step.

ossible, before the meeting



S
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object ivesi— .

.

-I

COMMUtsJTY CONSULTATION, EDUCATION
AND PLANNING

To establish the participatory planning and

strengthenthe decision making process.

To plan with the community and develop draft

plans of water supply and sanitation.

To apprise the community and the health education

plan and solicit their involvement for imple-

men tat ion.

To identify the community share and its involve-

ment in the water supply programme.

To get the community representatives to elect

an Action Committee to carry forward the

decisionsof the consultation meeting.



I
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION - EDUCATION
AND PLANNING (AT VILLAGE LEADERSHIP LEVEL)

I STEP 1

(Our experienceis that we have achieved much
more than what we have expected by success-
fully organising this consultationeducation pro-
gramme. Very careful planning is necessaryto

achieve the objectives.

Participants for this session include leaders,heads
of voluntary organizations including Gramodaya
Chairman, Heads of Schools in project area,
Governmentofficials working at field levels (in
project area) and women representatives.

Plan and conduct a consultationedu-
cation and planning sessionwith them
Plan with them the programmeof
health educationand sanitation.Rein-
force community participation and
establish an action committee to be
responsible for the plan.

.

.



I
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[STiF’-i I

[The expectedoutcomesof the consult~
tion education programmes~

(A good knowledge of the socio-econornicstatusJ
of their community.

understandingof the water and
~

~

~a\’areness

of the above water and sLinitali(
related diseases,their causation, transmission
and spread.

~sposal of are the answer to t~e
above problems.



.
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- -‘\ri understanding that low socio—economic status

~s associated with poor sanitation and, unsafe and

poor water supply.

REMEMBER
Consultation - education

prograrnmeis a ll~\ of t;~e - Knowledge of the intended water
cumulative educatinnalPL2T supply and how it has to he achieved.
fless ~ the expected out-

comes are not too much
tobe_expected

- An understandingof the intended sanitation

programme.

- A programmeillustrating how they are proposing to

construct latrines in the community.

- \ health education plan.

L~iE~-~
1

]

:ii

]

I
I

I

j

j

I

- The modified design of the distribution of the water

supply programme.

.

.
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L~iE~J

Cont d:

- Decide with Health Committee of Gramodaya

Mandalaya on objectives, methodology,audio visual

iids, lecturers, venue and other support materials.

Consult experts and get their views.

- I~eview the list of names for the consultation

(leaders, Gramodaya members, very important

persons, Government Officers) and discuss with

AGA, CS, Health Staff, Gramodaya Chairman and

others and finalise the list of names of participants

for the consultation meeting. S



I
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CO lit d:

- Get the support staff to attend to other matters
particularly secretarial work.

- Develop a tentative programme for 2 to 3 days.
The programme should include objectives, content,
methodology, local expertise for lecture discussions,
audio visual aids on local behaviour.

- Discuss the programme with the Project Management
Committee and if necessary with experts on relevant
subject areasand get their opinions.

- Make sure that you personally visit the lecturers and
discuss what you want them to do at the lecture
discussionsession.

- Prepare a checklist of all activities and check them
on as you proceedwith organization work.

Make sure at least 6 to 7 days before_the consultation

that the following are achieved

:

(P~liminaries for the consultationprogramme

- Letters to participants.

- L.etters to resource persons.

- Letters to invitees.



I
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-J

Contd:

- The necessary authority to use a school building or

other type of building is obtained from local education

authorities (in rural areas it is always advisable to

select a local school).

- Arrangements for lunch, tea and transport facilities

are finabsed.

- All backgrounddocumentsare prepared.

- Ensure that materials - cement, reinforcements, syphon

moulds, models of syphons and squatting plates are

available. If possible transport them to the venue

in advance.

- Make a field visit and assessthe situation.

- [3rief the resource personsbefore the meeting.

(Points to remember in developingthe Programme)

- Sessionon objectives of the programme

~‘ession (very brief) on socio-econorliic findings

- Session on existing local behaviour related to domestic

use of water and sanitation.

S

I



S
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I STEP-~J
Contd:

- Session on prevalent water and sanitation related
diseasesin the area.

- Sessionon the proposed programmeof sanitation.

- Demonstration - how to turn out low cost syphons
squatting plates and latrines.

- Session on community participation (practical session
is suggested).

- Group discussions on sanitation programme, water
supply programme and health education programme.

- Plenaries to plan community share and make decisions.

- Plenary to establish an Action Committee and decide
their responsibilities and functions.

- I nvolve engineers and other technical personnel in
the presentatiQ-lsessions on the proposed water supply.

— Brief them how to do the SCSS1Ofl

- Involve them as resource persons in
group discussionon planningthe v. ater

supply programme.

4
Weare presenting~

initial proposal on progra-ET
1 w
85 289 m
226 289 l
S
BT

mmes of water supply and
sanitation and not a

finalised one

Refer to Annex 1 for a programme already implemented.
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[i~r~~~i

~- Explain technical limitations.

- Select group members from among partici-

pants in such a way their specialities are

very well represented. For example a civil

engineer could be requestedto function in

Water Supply Group rather than in Health

Education Group.

— Brief the resource persons that more discussionsare

expected from participants rather than resoureepersons

dominati ng.

( It is important to include a health education
specialist or a health educationofficer for the
sessionon the developmentof health education
plan.

( Be on
~arise

the look out for
during discussion

problems that could
sessions.

REMEMBER
We have to plan with

them and impress them that
‘~‘eareassistingthem to

suits them
dana programm~

S

S
The sessionon existing behaviour related to
water and sanitation will have to be basedon
social science investigations. Support this
sessionwith slides, photographsor any other
suitable aids.

(Get the local District Medical Officer for the
sessionon water and sanitation related diseases.

d the local Medical Officer of Health is also
ivailable, involve them in a panel discussion. )
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L!i~!J

Contd.

S

- Assist the groups by giving guidelines so that they could
keep the discussion to the point.

- Supply the group whatever it requires, eg., resource
materials and knowledge in specific areasthrough resource
persons.

- See that the rapporteur prepares a report on group
proceedingsand group decisions.

- Be on the look out to see whether problems hinder the
progressof the group.

- Keep someone in readinessin groups to feed the progress
or problems in the group.

- Attend discussion groups and take remedial measures
wherever necessary.

- Get the tentative plan presented through a resource
and get it discussedin detail.

- Support the session with behavioural Factors and AV
aids. In all sessions allow them sufficient time to raise
questions.

- The demonstration session on turning out syphons and
squatting plates should be taken as the last item of
the first day of the programme.

‘1
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.

.

- Ensure that sufficient number of local masons are invited
for this session.

- Explain the methodology and get a skilled mason to
demonstratethe turning out of a syphon and a squatting
plate, step by step.

- In planning group discussion make provision to describe
the methodology in layman’s language.

- Plan for three groups to cover water supply, sanitation
and health education.

- Allow at least one fifth of total time for group
discussions.



S
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Contd:

.

ii

.
I
11
I
I

I
I
I

- Discuss with all participants the role, functions and
scope of the Action Committee.

- If time permits make arrangements for the Action
Committee to meet for few minutes to work out future
working arrangements.

- Get the participants to evaluate the consultation session
(Apply suitable methodology to evaluate the session -

pre and post evaluation if done gives a good
comparison).

- Get someone to propose the vote of thanks (Villages
are found to be keen on this - remember - they require
recognition and appreciation and that would mean many
things in the village.

11
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sultation programme
- Ensure that at least one expert is

detailed to each group.

- Present the objectives of health education, sanitation and
water supply to groups, respectively and get them to dis-
cuss, review and modify them.

- Get the resourceperson to brief fully the proposed tenta-

REMEMBE technical design and support it with sketchesand

~sour:”o~ll0tt~~ visual aids. Tell the group that the designtive programme for the water supply. Explain the

(have a major re~ponsibility~ has to be developed to suit the people.

guiding the group to Do not inform straight away that there will be
an imposition of tax or they will have to pay.] ‘~.s!~!ci2p!h~2!~an Instead ask them how they are going to operate

and mantain the system9 Request them to make
suggestions.

- Get the group to develop the plan. This has to be a ne-
gotiated plan wherein the share of the community and the
share of the agency are clearly identified.

(10

plan with people,requires skillful handIin~.~

[‘his is the resource person’s responsibility. )
During the plenarieswhere group reports are presentedsee
that one of the group members or the leaderof the group
is given the responsibility of —~

chairing the session.

Identify the problems that emanate
during the processand apply remedi-ET
1 w
86 690 m
288 690 l
S
BT

al measures.Develop the technical
design with them and modify it tak-ET
1 w
86 666 m
286 666 l
S
BT

~g into consideration their views an
present the developeddesign for theii
acceptanceat the community con-
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I
•1
I

Contd:

- Get the sanitation group to develop the sanitation progra-
mme. Provide them assistancethrough resource persons.

Similarly get the health educationgroup to develop the
health education plan. Provide them assistancethrough
resourcepersons.

- Pay special attention to the group that discussesthe water
supply programme.

- Get the group to identify their shareof
assessingthe local resourcesavailable.
area of provision of rubble, metal, sand

the construction in
This may be in the
and free labour.

- Get them to developa set of criteria to enable them to
decide the location of community standposts.

- Get them to plan the water supply programme including the
location of standpdstsand planning for the community share
of construction.

- Establish a simple mechanism for the monitoring of the
Project by the Action Committee.

- Get them to explore ways and means of operating the
system once it is handedover.

- See that speakersuse visual aids to clarify points and
strengthenthe presentation.
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L~tb0J

Contd:

- Stimulate the presentationand motivate members for a
healthy discussion.

- During the final plenary,makearrangementsto get the
group rapporteursto presentgroup reports one by one.

- Allow sufficient time to discussgroup presentations. Get
all the participants to make a decision once the present-
ation is done and discussed.

- Once all the presentationsare over make the participants
feel the need for an Action Committee to be responsible
for the Community shareof the work and also to work
with the Board/Agency/Departmentetc.

- Get this Action Committee appointed and see that the
whole project area is fully represented.

- If more than one GramodayaCouncil is involved see that
all GramodayaChairman are selected and the Action Co-
mmittee is equally balanced with membersof all Gramo-
daya Councils and others.

- Make an announcementto say that all Public Officers
working at field level and heads of schools are ex-officio
members of the Action Committee.



S
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STAGE -5

objectives I

I
PLANN~GTHE WATER SUPPYAND

SAPITAflON PPOGRAMME WITH THE ACTION
COMMiTTEE ‘AND COMMUNITY

I. To actively involve the Action Committee and other
community leaders in all stages of the planning,
designing, implementation and operation and main-
tenanceof the project.

2. To develop simple monitoring and evaluation mecha-
nism and proceduresand ensure that these components
are included in the plan.

3. To review, the draft plan of the water suppl) and
synchronisethe community share with that ol the
technical component for implementation.

4. To allocate the community share to the community
and preparea consolidatedaction plan.

5. To organise measures for the implementation of
the health education plan and involve the community
in all stages of the planning, designing, implemen-
tation and operation and maintenance of the water
supply system.

6. To plan the construction of syphons and slabs on
self help basis and provide support to those who
need assistance in the construction of latrines.



I
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PLAM’JING THE WATER SUPPLY ANO
SANITA11ON PROGRAMME WITH ACTION

COMMITTEE AND COMMUNITY

L~i~’_

____________________ - The objective of the Action
Committee is to implement the decisions arrived at in
consultation programme.

- \Vhen the Action Committee meets, first see that a Chair-
man and Secretaryare elected. The Secretaryshould
always bea member of the Project Staff to facilitate
implementation of the project. It is preferable for the
Chairman to be elected from among GramodayaChairmen
to facilitate co-ordination.

- It is always better to get these positions tilled by
concensus.

- Invite the local M.P. to the first Action Committee
meeting.

- Before the Action Committee starts its work the Project
Staff should ensurethat all materials necessaryfor cons-
truction are readily available.

- Review the water supply design acceptedby the partici-
pants at the community consultation programme.

- Identify seperately the share Qf the community and the
share of the outside Agency
Department/Corporationin
planning, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation.

- Get the community share
analysedsuch as donations
~d labour, supply of raw
materi3ls etc.

Niatch the community share of the
construction plan with that of the
technical design of the water sup~y
and preparea consolidatedplan
allocating functions to agreed
~roups.



.
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L!i~-’J

Contd -

- Discuss the construction,operation and maintenance plan
in detail with time frames.

— E~o!vesuitable monitoring of the construction, monitoring
REMEMB~ and e’~~aluationof the project.

Li~ ~ planning & decision -rn~’-c functions to the commurit - Taking into consideration the nature of commu-th Jecpestextent possible nity share, identify the areaswhere commu—

Although ,~ Organi- nity share could be fitted.j ci~ ~ time consuming It
und gi~’1ngexcellent - Plan with the Action Committee in such a way

that the agreedcommunity contributions are best

utili-ed in the planning, construction, operation and

maintenance.

- If the construction work covers more than one Gramodaya
Council area then take each portion that falls on to
a particular Gramodaya area and plan the activities
fun.her with their respectiveGramodava Cotitic its.

- Get the Gramodaya members to discuss the plan and
the community share with their own organizations. This
gives them a chance to educate them and ensure their
support at the delivery of the community share.

- This could be further spread by allocating functions to
individual organizations.

- Get the Action Committee to discuss with the standpost
users the importance of the payment of waler tariffs.

- Stress the significances of an efficient operation and
maintenance, mentioning that this depends on regular
pavrient of water tariffs by the water users.

— Evolve a mechanism to collect water tariffs particularly
from standpostusers.
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~~Il

Contd.

a

— It is always wise to form Sub-Committees or selected
individuals from the Action Committee to be responsible
for the community share so that he could co-ordinate
functions. -

- Match the work of both parties and develop the construct-
ion operation and maintenance plan of the water supply.

— Similarly review the sanitation programme agreed at
the community consultation programme.

- Ensure that cement and reinforcements are available
for construction of syphons and squatting plates before
discussingthe programme.

— Detail out the work amongst the members so that
the v.hole area could be covered.

- Calculate the amount of cement and reinforcement
required for the construction of syphons and squatting
plates.

- prepare a detailed plan for distribution ot cement and
reinforcements assigning a member of the project staff
to he responsible for issue of such articles.

— Review the Health Education Plan agi eed al the consul-
tat ion programme.

— Idernil~ the work that the mcmber-~and their respective
organizations could do by themselves.

a-
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sTEP~IIJ

- Identify support needed from the Action Committee.

- Action Committee and Project Staff set criteria in
selecting volunteers for training.

- Get the members to support the Health and Project
Staff in selecting volunteers for training in health
education.

- Identify houses that are to be allocated to volunteers.

- Group these houses into 10 to 15 per block depending
on the number of volunteers intended to be taken for
training (Usually the number is 10 to 12).

- Consult chief house holders and housewives of these
houses as to the selection of a volunteer acceptable to
them and who is resident in these 10 to 12 houses.

- Make the people understand that the volunteer is the
person who is going to be the link between the two
parties (agency and the community).

- Make them understand that it is their responsibility
to nominate a volunteer in case the selected volunteer
drops out.



I
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STEP-t2 I

- In the water supply programme as identified at the
community consultation, education and planning session.

- Review the community share of the water supply
programme and assess the manpower and other local
resourcesagreed upon by the comrnuility.

- Distribute the work amongst the representative volur.-
tary organizations and (villagers) community members.

51

In earlier stages the community share has bee
identified in both water supply and sanitation
programmes. This share has also been matched
with the construction plan in consultationwith
the project staff. The purposeof step 12 is to
discussthis further with Action Committee and
provide opportunities to their representative
organizationsto discussthe plan further and
arrange field level organizations for

In the sanitation programme the community share
includes the digging of the pit, supply of sand
and metal, the necessarylabour to turn out
~quatting plates and syphons and the construction
of the superstructure.

Discuss and develop their share of
work plan with the Action Committ
ee. This may include water suppjy
3nd sanitation. Discuss the share
of work with their individual volun-ET
1 w
80 656 m
275 656 l
S
BT

tary organizations and if possible

,

with the community and get their
approval.
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isT~’I2 I
a

- Once the voluntary organizations are assigned their task
it is necessary to have further discussions with
their members and work out details so that their involve-
ment could be plannedat the meetings.

Similarly meet allI~II~- representativeorgani-sations and plan outdetails with them.

- Select days suitable to the community (this may be some-
times not suitable to the project staff members).

Get these committees to visit all housesin their assigned
area and talk to the people and get their support. It is
necessary,if possible for project staff membersto accom-
pany committee membersduring their home visits and

discuss with family
membersthe benefits
of the programme.

- During home visits make the villagers aware of the

It is assumedthat these organizations have

agreed to their share of construction at the

community consultation programme.

- Get a committee appointed from
sation

ttees
other

each voluntary organi-
and get such commi-
appointed from all
voluntary organisa-Usually committee share

.

comes in as voluntary

labour (Shramadana)and villages are usually free tions.

during the weekend and holidays.

The nature of work involves the excavation

work for pipe laying and collection of rubble,
sand and metal and provision of labour.

programmeand get their approval for it.
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P~I3

- Meet heads of schools. Organise and conduct

orientation programmesfor the members of the

school staff.

- Organise upper class school children and give

them a good understandingof the project.

Health education is an ongoing activity

and it is assumedthat the health educa-

tion plan is in operation. In this plan it is

envisagedthat special programmesare con-

ducted to special groups. Since these

special groups are dynamic and could be

tilised to expand educational activities.

The purposeof this step is to promote the pro-

gramme further by doing health education to

special groups. (It is also assumedthat the

project staff would have a well developed

plan for health education.

To support the programmepromote
health education to special groups

- ike schools, formal groups, volun-ET
1 w
81 671 m
263 671 l
S
BT

tary groups etc.
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[STEP- 13]
Contd:

- Similarly organise other groups through local health staffs

and conduct discussionprogrammes. (Other groups include

REMEMBER all groups in the area for example all voluntary
By this time it is expect- organizationsand whether they are representing

edi}i~t due to revious inter Gramodayaor not, and other village groups).ventions the special groups
mentioned in Step 13 must

have had some un~rstand-
of the roect. - In all these health educationsituations, use

educational aids to suit local conditions.

- Use local health staff for health educationactivities.

- Supply them whatever is necessary to do health education

(transport etc.) work.

- In alt these health education situations see that the

presentplan of the community share in the construction

of the water supply system and the latrine

construction programmeare presented,where

____________________ ever possible get them to comment and

obtain their agreementto the project.

I REMEMBER
The commitment of every

member of the community
is essential irrespective of

- whether he is in a

I to assist the project
I ornot

1
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i. To get the Action Committee to select volunteers

in consultation with the community.

2. To get the involvement and concurrenceof the

Action Committee and the community iii deciding

the location of standposts.

3. To ensurethat support services and equipments

are available before implementing the programme

with the community.

4. To get the Health Staff and NGOs, to work with

the community in planning and implementing the

latrine construction programme.
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________________________________- Study spatial distribution of_______________ houses in the area.

- l’aking into consideration the proximily ol houses
to each other identify clusters or blocks of houses.

- Each block could comprise 10 - 15 houses. It may
be more or less (the easiest method is to get the
standpostwater users as one block)

- Organise the members of each block to a group
and describe and discuss what the project is going
to do to the village(s and the necessity of having
representatives from each group for training so
that he or she will look after health education
needs and function as a link between project
health staff and the villagers.

The purposeof stage 6 is to reinforce what has
( already been done and intensify health education.

~he programmecould be given a longer life with
~npasures for sustenance.

REINFORCEMENT OF
THE SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL BASE

OF THE COMMUNITY

Get the Action Committee to group
housesinto blocks (8 to 15) and
g~the families of each block to
select volunteers for training. The
volunteer need not necessarilybe a

The ~p~on should beyoun~g person.
given to the
selection.

families for the

(~umberof houses in each block varies usually 10
15 or more.
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~EP~I5J

- Get the Action Committee to

identify families served by each standpost. This has
to be done in respect of all standposts that are going
to be installed in the area.

- Once these families are identified, organise them into
one group.

- Select a house acceptable to all other
the meeting.

families for

- Organise similarly other families (one standpost and
one group).

- Select a day and time most suitable to these families.

— Invite them for a discussion at the
at a convenient time.

- During the discussionmake them clear
of safe water and the importance
of water and sanitation _________

related diseasesby improv- —

ing sanitation.

selected house

about the benefits
of the elimination

/ At the consultationeducationsession it was( agreed to have the number of standpostsand
I ~\her~ those standpostswere to be located. By
~ -h~ time it Is assumed that 50% of training of
\c’lunteers would be completed.

Get the Action Committee tO fina-
ise the location of standp~tn
onsultation with families to be

~rved with It. Action Committee
Is to facilitate and the families---------------------------:---
are to select a common location
agreeableto them ~p~nt
caretakers.
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.

Contd.

Sc

It should also be rer~iemberedthat during the
consultation/educationthe decision was arrived
at only on the general location and not the exact
place where the standpost is to be constructed.

- Involve the Action Committee members and health

staff in these discussions.

- Apply the same procedure in respect ol other groups

(for example if there are no standpoststhere should

be no such group).

- Get the groups of the families of each standpost

to select a common site for the installation.

- It has been found that this is an extremely difficult

task and it will not be possible to get the exact

location on the same day.
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- If they do not agree on the same day give them time

to decide.

- In the meantime keep on educating them and

look for developments.

- When they disagreetell them the importance of

common acceptance and proper operation and main-

tenanceonce it is installed.

- \Vhen they agree on a common place get a letter

of consent from the owner of the land.

- Request the families to appoint a caretaker. Explain

that the water supply is theirs and the need for its

protection is also in their hands.

- Make sure that there is accessibility to the standpost.

- Continue health education and involve volunteers in

giving health education.
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STEP-IS I

Meet the national level officers.

Discuss with them the importance of having all materials

necessaryto go ahead with construction.

Before the commencement of shramadana have a meeting

with the Action Committee and the technical staff.

Allow interestedpersonsalso to join the meeting.

Get the Action Committee to come out with their

shramadana plan and the project staff should co-

ordinate the plan.

The objective of this step is to ensurethat
the community efforts are not wasted. It
has ben found that when the community is
over enthusiastic they go aheadwith massive
shramadana (donation of labour) campaigns
in excavation work for pipe laying and
‘~vhen pipe laying Is not followed immediately
after shramadana, people are frustrated.
This may serlousl~ affect the whole project.

STAGE~6

Assure that the technical expertise~i~fsupport equipments (cement, rein-ET
1 w
90 630 m
299 630 l
S
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forcements, moulds and other materia
l~ for pip~ehying etc.) are available
before implementing the programme.

C

I
I
I.

)(Introduction of this step is also mainly due to

failures of Construction work to keep pace with

cornmunity work.
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L~iE~J
Contd:

- Get the technical staff to assess the work and see

whether they have everything for pipe laying including

skilled labour and also to provide other forms

REMEM8~ of assistance. F’or latrine construction see whether

~iut to Keep any room reinforcements, cement moulds etc., are available

toi community to get before hand.

frustrated.

- Get the community to start their work plan, only

when the materials are available on site.
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MLE~iJ

- Review the list of families

and get the Action Committee members, volunteers

and health staff to visit the houses and discuss with

family members.

- During these visits inform them what the project

is providing and the latrine is no longer an economic
burden and that it raises the quality of their life.

- Show them the suitable sites to dig latrine pits.

- If possible, organise the community for a shramadana
to dig pits for the poor in the village.

Involve volunteers in all these activities and get them
to organise shramadana activities for the preparation —~

of pits.

The objective of this step is to persuadethe

~I vjllagersto dig latrine pits and to educate them

a~regards the importance of having a latrine to
~ each family in order to control water and saw-

tation related diseases. It is also necessary to
~ tel! them how the project proposes to finance

t r i nes. D
(1 he socio-economicsurvey must have given the

hst of names of families which have no latrines.
~Jl~e Action Committee may also be having a list.

Get the health staff and volunteers
at si 10 rine pit

in consultation with the beneficia-
eetha~h~~its~edLg

to the size given and continue
health education.
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L2bJ!E~
1. To get the Action Committee to synchronise

the community share with that of the construct-

ion plan and implement the programme with the

corn munity.

2. To get the community efforts mobiliseci in

turning out latrine plates and syphons.
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IMPLEMENTING THE
WITH COMMUNITY

CONSTRUCTION
CONTRIBUTION

I STEP~I8I

external agency and

Implementing the community share
concurrently with that of the cons-ET
1 w
77 542 m
270 542 l
S
BT

truction work plan for the water
~ppIy and sanitation in detail WiTh
the technical personnel and arra~e
dates for the physical contrLbutions
~f the communities (eg. excavation
of pipe lines collection of locally
available materials and continue un-ET
1 w
208 460 m
275 460 l
S
BT

til! agreed communIty coverage is - Have a joint meeting of all health
achievecL ______________________ staff, technical personnel of the

other interested persons) in the
shramadana work a day before the shramadana and dis-
cuss the plans of both the community and the external
agency.

- Finalise the activities.

- \lake sure that personnel and materials are available
for pipe laying.

The objective of this step is to actively involve

the community in the Construction work.

¶ In the earlier stagesthe community contribu-
tions were discussed and arranged to be imple-

mented along with the construction work of the
ext~rni agency. In (earlier) stages (5&6) decisions

been arrived at as regards dates and time
:irnadana. Materials necessary for pipe lay-

in~ ~rc., must also be ready by this time.
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Contd:

\‘lotivate the groups (Action Committee, health and
volunteers) visiting houses to enroll viIIag~sand ensure
that the required number participate.

(How to organise In the morning on the

f discussed here. Sri Lankan villagers are very well day of Shramadana see

I~ac~uaintedwith this. how many have turned

- Get technical personnel to assess the work and inform

the group of the expected quantity of work for the day.

- Group the villagers into number of groups. If they them-

selves have formed into groups allow them to have such

groups.

- Get the technical assistant or the technical person in

charge to measure work loads and assign the work to

the groups.

- When the work is in progress give them instructions as

to how to do it correctly.

- Get the fitters to do the pipe laying immediately

after trenches are prepared.

REMEMBER.
o involve as many villagers

~~possibIe irrespective of
v~hetherthey are capable of
work or not. What is more
important is their subjective
Invo!vement in the work. This
has the virtue of emotional
attachmentto tji~project

~I8

- Communities have their own plans to

raise funds for food and refreshments.

Support and assist distribution of food

and refreshments.
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Contd:

- Conttnue pipe laying as long as the community decides to

~vork.

- Educate these families that cement and reinforcements will

____________ ~)be issued to them and

the cost of these mate-

rials will be deducted

From the subsidy of

Rs. 350/= paid by the

Ministry of Health.

- Before commencement of the activity, discuss with the

members of Action Committee, health staff, external

agency personnel and others as to how to do the work

for the following clay.

- Review the houses which have collected sand, and metal

to turn out squatting plates.

- Meet these families few days before the construction and

inform them the dates of construction. Request them for

their assistance.

the earlier health education endeavours, it is
(assumed that viIlag~’s must have received the

~ message of how to co-operate with masons and
others in turning out squatting plates and
syphons.

1

- Organise the families to provide the necessary labour.
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]

Contd:

- Get Technical Assistantsto measure out the size of pits
and issue cement and reinforcementsto turn out the
squatting plates.

- At the end of shramadana work organise a community
meeting and allow them (Leaders and others interested)
to address the villagers.

- Thank the viLIage~sand organisers for having completed

their share of work.

- Make the Action Committee responsible for (shramadafla)
the community’s share of work and assist them as in-
dicated above, since most of the community share is

done by them by organising shramadana campaigns.

- Take note of vi1Iag~sattending each shramadana.

- Take note of work done by the viIiag~-sat each

shramadana, with a view to determLnlng the financial
value of the self help component.

- Work with the Action Committee and the community

until the agreed community coverage is achieved.
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organise local masonsand others
to turn out squatting plates and

- Once the cement and reinforcementsare issued get the

chief householder to sign for the materials he/she had

received.

______ ________________________________ - Detail the already train-

(he

objective of this step is to organise the~) ed masons to turn out
local masons - Volunteers and others to turn squatting plates. it is
out squatting plates and syphons for house assumed that the
holders who do not have latrines, turning out of syphons

would have been done

- earlier

Refer to construction details and design,accepted by

NWS & DB/Ministry of Health.

- Follow the monitoring mechanismsand procedures

followed by NWSDB/Ministry of Hea!th.

- Provide labour ~or mixing concrete and transporting it

- - to the mason.REMEMBER
That it was found by pre- - Once a plate is complete move out to the

paring the community this
to 8 squatting plates other plate and Continue the same procedure.

can be turned out for a
da~y — - Educate the families as regards the construction

of the super-structure and the use of the

latrine. —~

Get the Action Committee to

syphons.
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~8

I

I. To identify problems that emanate during

implementation of the community share of

the construction plan.

2. To get the Action Committee and the

community to discussappropriate remedial

measuresfor such problems and apply them.

.
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~E~J

IDENTIFICATION AND PLANNING

rWT~N1
~2O

ASSeS~prob lems and discuss with the Action Co-

J•
mmittee as

are ~f ~he

regards the implementation of the sh-

community and supporting institutions.

~- .] The obiective of this step is to identify and solve
the problem as regards the implementation of the

1 community and supporting institutional shares.

By experienceit was found that although they
agreed to provide consultation they were found
to he hesitating in the exact delivery due to
man’ problems that subsequentlyemerge. It is
imperative that these problems be identified
early and remedial measurestaken.

Technical problems need to be referred to tech-
r nica! personnel.

1~ I
fir wa~round that most of these problems come

Up (iuriflg ~\ction Committee meetingsand field
visits.

I-

- Whenever you come acrossa

problem get the full infor-

mation from the community.

- Discuss the problems and

possible solutions with the

Action Committee. If

outside assistanceis required

try to get that soon.

REMEMBER
To avoid political
problems to the
greatest extent

ossible -

RI
That most of the
j~j~lep come from
families on the
selection of the lo-
cation Standposts
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~2J
- If you are unable to get a solution to your problems

refer these to an expert and seek his assistance.

- Plan to avoid politics to the greatest extent
I nat problems come

I~~~themand they have J possible.
to cOive their problems by

~thernselves with your ~
~an~ce.

- If the problem is in respect of the location of

standpost leave it to the families concernedso that they

would come to a settlement.

- Avoid taking decisions by yourself. Instead get the

REMEMBER community to discuss and get them to arrive at
solutions,

i~~jesect solutions

at or

- Do not have any bias towards any political party. It

has been found that complete neutrality ha~paid ver~’

rich d:vidends.

* For the problems likely to happenplease refer to. An interim

Report of Progressof Public StandpostWater Supply and

Sanitation by Dr. H.l. ‘~arunadasa- NWSD’3 Publication 1984.
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I obj~v!~
1. To make the Action Committee and community

understand that the operation and maintenance

phase depends largely on revenue generation

activities and the suitability of the technical design

to the aspirationsof the community.

2. To establish standpost committees and educate

them regarding taking over the responsibilities

of operation and maintenance of standposts and

support revenue generation activities for the

general operation and maintenanceof the system.

3. To get the community to support the Local

Authority taking over the operation and maint-

tenance of the water supply system.
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1 STAGE9 I

I STEP~2I

= The objectives of this step is to
plan well aheadthe operation and
maintenanceof the water supply

system. Very often this is the most neglectedaspect of
any water supply system.

- The involvement of the action committee with the field
project staff in undertaking to interpret the role and
responsibilitiesof the community in operation and main-
tenance is a forward step in ensuring community
support.

- Community participation in public standpostwater supply
system does not come to an end with the mere construct-
ion of the water supply system. If the water supply
system is to be sustainedin the most technically efficient
manner,consistentcommunity support with financial back-
up is exceedingly important.

- Socio-economicstatus and financial viability should be
reviewed to ascertain the extent of viability and, if
there is a gap, measuresto be taken to remec~ythe
situation need be suggested.

I
Plan for the behavioural involvement

ot the operation and maintenance

of water supply with the people.
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~2I

- Study population density, spatial distribution of families

and previous experience of community as regards

programmesof this nature.

Discuss the revenue generatingactivities as

agreedat the community consultationand

planning programmesand review them to assess

that the monies to be collected are sufficient

for the operation and maintenanceof the water

supply system.

___________________________~ - Feed this information
to technical designers

and await their tech-

nical instructions.

- Take into consideration the spatial distribution of families

and every family to have access to the stundpost

conveniently.

- Identify families that are going to he served by each

standpost.

- Organise these families into one unit and request them

to agree on a common location convenient to all of

them.

REMEMBER
- the best system is the

- system accepted by the

people.

1•

- Review location for standposts generally agreed at the

consultation programme.

CTechnically best suited system is not the best

system for the people if the system is not

accepted by the people.

.
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Contd:

- Educate them as regards the importance of safe water,
safety of standpostand what not to do at a standpost.

- Make them fully understandthat the water supply system
is theirs and it is their responsibility to maintain the
system.

- Also make them understandthat each family has to con-
tribute money to run the water supply system.

- Establish standpost Committees for each standpost and
carryout health education.

- \‘.‘ith the concurrence of the Gramodaya Mandalya get the
standpost Committees to select one person to function as
caretaker and also to collect monies.

- The decisions on how much to be paid, and proceduresof
collection should be made by the Community.

- Impress that monies collected are not for the Government
or to the sponsoringAgency but for themselves.

- Continue education as to the effectivenessof standpost
so that frequent breakdownscould be prevented.

- As regardsprivate connections follow the officially
approved procedures.

- Ensure that the authority taking over the water supply
system should properly be briefed how the system was
built and plans for the operation and maintenanceof the
water supply system.

- If the taking over authority is known involve them for
all the discussionsfrom the very beginning of the planning
and design.
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E~iio

~3~tIv~

- To get the Action Committee and the Project

Staff to initiate monitoring, right from the

beginning of the project and apply corrective

measures.

- To ensurethat the project is satisfactorily

progressing.
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T~NITO~G~CESS

L~!~
Monitoring is a Continuousprocess. It
isan integral componentof the total
processand should be applied right at
the beginning of the project although —

~ rnven a~a Separatestag~

- The objective of this step is to ensurewhether what has
been planned in consultationwith the community is effect-
ively being carried out as planned and are on schedule. It

_____________ provides further opportunities for both the community and
(________________________________________ Agency providing services

Monitoring is carried out not to find faults of to associatethemselves
ypne but to assessday to day activity in activities and take

corrective measureswith-
performance, in allowable limits and

[ and budget. It has thefurther advantageof keeping close track of the courseof activities.

- At the first meeting of the Action Committee set
norms and agree to meet regularly.

- Make a note to meet very often when there is
a heavy load of work.

At every meeting,review the work planned and how
much done by the community arid assessin terms of
effort and effectiveness.

_____________________ If any work planned has not been done within
______________________ the stipulated period, analysethe short falls.

Discuss how this could be avoided with corrective
measuresto be taken.

I REMEMBER
Monitoringis tosee,whe-

‘~ ther the implementation
3 of j~pnedactivities are

proceedingas plannedand
are on schedule.
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~2~j

- Discuss corrective measures one by one and assess their

feasibility.

9
- Bring it to the notice

of all who are interes-

ted in the project

about short-comings

and suggestedcorrect-

ive measures.

- Apply corrective measuresand see whether they are

applied in the implementation of the plannedactivities.

- Continue health educationand motivate the community

for the performanceof the community share of the

responsibility.

- Meet with the Action Committee and others and continue

to assessday to day activities.

(Regular meetin~will pave the way to discuss

( wflether what has been planned are being

~achieved as planned.
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objectives I
1. To develop suitable indicators, methods and tech-

niques for evaIuat~onof the project.

2. To assess whether project programme ~s moving

succc”~fullyin achieving the objectives of th~

project.

3. To identify failures and weaknesses during plHnnlng

and implementation of the project and bring up

corrective measures for strengthening.

4. To determine respective indicators and measure the

lmpa( r in terms of quality of life of beneficiaries,

resultant benefits, financial viability for operation

and maintenance and cost of the project.
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Eva’uation is an integral componentof the total project
and cannot he considered a seperate step or phase.
it is an operation activity that leads to successfffl project
implementation and development. It should be pro-
gressive, building with it the ‘essons learned, experiences
gained and simultaneously correcting the weaknesses
detected in the implementation.

E~’aIuation studies should be designed and carried out
at the initial stage of planning and also at subsequent
stages so as to support the programme with its findings.

The process ol evaluation namely; What is it that need
be done and V/ho should carry it out, are matters that
need be decided at the initial stage. This should be
done by the Project Manager or any other person
responsible for the project.

It is also Important to involve the community or the
Action Committee in the evaluation. The degree of
their involvement and the Lask of educating them on
their roles, lies with the project planners. It should
be borne in mind that evaluation supports the achieve—
ment of project objectives.
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STEP- 23

- Project Management Committee to assume leadership role,
monitoring and evaluation.

- Project Manager should assume overall responsibility for
monitoring and evaluation activities in co1I~iborationwith
a social scientist.

- Action Committee could be given responsibilities in evalua-
ting the community share with the project staff.

- Project engineers and technical officers (Regional Managers
and technical staff).

- School systems to evaluate the role o chfldren.

- Volunteers to monitor and evaluate the community be—
haviours with the project staff and health education
Inputs.

Locil Public Health Staff to collect retrospective morbidi-
ty ~1ridmortality data of water sanitation related diseases
and continue prospectively after completion of project
for ~~omeconsiderable
length of time.

~1F~itIv those persons who should

~nideriake monitoring and evaluation

~crIvitIes and impact studies and
iliocate responsibilities.

a
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] Number of orientation sessions with Public Health Staff,
Technical Staff and other public servants working in the
project area.

]
- Benefiting population and their reaction and attitudes to:i. previous programmes of similar nature.

- Orientation sessions with school system.

j
- Personal counselling with key persons and known leaders.

- Orientation sessions with voluntary organizations.

- Consultation sessions with the selected group to represent
the community to make decisions on behalf of the] community.

—~ — Discussion sessions with communtiy groups for further
J ratification of decisions made.

- Discussion sessions with the Aciton Committee - regarding
indicators.

I

I
I
F

I
I

Decide on indicators of community

participation activities.
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Contd:

83

- Number of shramadana campaigns.

-- Number of village folks attended shramadana and

number of hours of shramadana work carried out.

- Value of the shramadana or self help component -

Number of man days etc.

- Number of visits of

- Number of visits of
Regional Engineers.

Number of volunteers recruited and trained. Number
of home visits by volunteers.

conducted and coverage by hours

and classroom activities.

matter (educational aids)

Project staff to the project area.

local technical staff including

Number of sessions
including both field

Quantity of printed
distributed.

- Number of standpost committee meetings held.

- Number of specific group meetings held.
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I - Number of households benefited by the water supply
system.

I - Number of standpost committees formed and functioning.

IS - Number of standpost caretakers recruited and trained.

I - Number of standposts where minor repairs have beencarried out by caretakers, and the money value and the
self help contributions.

- Proportion of reduction of breakdowns of taps etc.

- Number of families voluntarily contributing towards
operation and maintenance.

I
I
I.
I

I
I

Determine the indicators to
evaluate the effectiveness of
the community participation~
programme.
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I --

I

-I
Contd:

- Proportion of houses utilizing the improved ‘water supply.

- Proportion of houses with improved storage of water.

- Proportion of households where standard of living is
improved.

- Proportion of houses where income generation activities
are undertaken.

- Number of households improved on community solidarity
and cohesiveness.

- Time saved in avoiding travel, to distant water sources.
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STEP~26

- The process of evaluation has to be decided on the nature
and type of evaluation. It should he simple and easy to
handle but, it should give the data that is actually
required.

- Pre-test and post-test studies are done to obtain data for
comparison of status. Longitudinal studies are done to
obtain pretest, (baseline) concurrent and post test data
are much more valuable than mere pretest and post-test
studies. (The IRC PS\.IS Project utilised this process).

- Experimental studies are normally undertaken, some of
them are quasi- experimental studies with or without
project. - These are followed up by post experimental
studies.

- Experimental studies are undertaken with parallel controls.
IThey are designed to suit the objectives. In such studies,
variables need be carefully selected br manipulation.

I I
Determine the nature and type

of evaluation.
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ii

STEP-’27 I

- Number of households who have shown willingness to pay
for use of standposts and number actually paying.

- Number of shramadana activities (free donation of labour)
planned and conducted with numbers participated and
volume of work completed.

- Number of standpost breakdowns and those attended to
by caretakers.

- Number of standpost breakdowns informed by caretaker
and attended by project staff.

- Number of consumer complaints and nature of such
corn plaints.

Decide on criteria for evaluation

of participation in the operation

and maintenance of the project.

- Nature and type of protests by consumers.

- Number of meetings of standpost committees to discuss
operation and maintenance activities.

- Number of households im-
proved with regard to
storage and transport of
water through health and
hyi~ieneeducation.

ft
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Cost of local materials donated by the community -

rubble, sand etc.

Cost of labour, by way of shramadana activities.

Cost of repairs done by caretakers.

Value of land donated by the community (for standposts
and pipe lines.

Cost of poor workmanship and delays.

Cost of tool kit etc., issued to caretakers.

Value of the scheme.

Encome for a month - NWSDB/Agency

Expenditure for a month -

NWSDB/Agency. ___________________________ ____

1’
5-

5’ --‘-

p.11 [ iipa( iou. I

I.

I
I
I
I.

I’ll
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- Number of families exposed to the risk of unsafe
water.

- Number of families accepting safe water.

- Number of families having correct knowledge on the use

of safe water and sanitary facilities.

- Number of families resorting to open defecation

practices.

- Number of families newly accepting the use of

latrines.

- Pre and post test differences on K.A.P.

- Differences on extent of participation pre and post
test results.

I — 29

89

Determine indicators to evaluate

community health education.

‘II
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